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Neuromyelitis optica (NMO) is an inflammatory demyelinating disease of the central nervous system in which
most patients have serum autoantibodies (called NMO-IgG) that bind to astrocyte water channel aquaporin-4
(AQP4). A potential therapeutic strategy in NMO is to block the interaction of NMO-IgG with AQP4. Building
on recent observation that some single-point and compoundmutations of the AQP4 extracellular loop C prevent
NMO-IgG binding, we carried out comparativeMolecular Dynamics (MD) investigations on three AQP4mutants,
TP137-138AA, N153Q andV150G, whose 295-ns long trajectorieswere compared to that ofwild type humanAQP4. A
robust conclusion of our modeling is that loop C mutations affect the conformation of neighboring extracellular
loop A, thereby interfering with NMO-IgG binding. Analysis of individual mutations suggested specific hydrogen
bonding and other molecular interactions involved in AQP4-IgG binding to AQP4.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Aquaporin-4 (AQP4) is member of a family of membrane proteins
that facilitate transport of water and, in some cases, small solutes [1–
8]. AQP4 water transport is involved in the pathogenesis of brain
edema [9,10] andAQP4 is themolecular target of immunoglobulin G au-
toantibodies (called NMO-IgG) in the inflammatory demyelinating dis-
ease neuromyelitis optica (NMO) [11,12], which is characterized by
acute relapses leading to paralysis and vision loss [13]. Serum NMO-
IgG antibodies are detected in the majority of patients with NMO,
whose pathogenesis is thought to involve NMO-IgG binding to astro-
cytes causing cytotoxicity with downstream inflammation, blood-
brain barrier disruption and demyelination. Current NMO therapy con-
sists of immunosuppression, plasma exchange and B cell depletion,
which can be associatedwith significant side effects andhave limited ef-
ficacy [12]. Preventing the interaction of NMO-IgG with AQP4 by
engineered autoantibodies [14] or small molecules [15] has been
Scienze del Farmaco, Università
, Italy.
. Mangiatordi),
proposed as a non-immunosuppressive and potentially safe and effec-
tive therapy for NMO-IgG seropositive NMO.

AQP4 is expressed in astrocytes throughout the central nervous sys-
tem as well as in some peripheral organs including kidney and skeletal
muscle. AQP4 forms tetramers in which each monomer, containing six
transmembrane helices, constitutes a single water-selective pore [16].
Depending on different translation-initiating methionines, two differ-
ent human isoforms of AQP4 with different N-terminal lengths have
been identified: M1 (32 kDa) and M23 (30 kDa) [17,18]. AQP4 tetra-
mers can further aggregate to form supramolecular structures called or-
thogonal arrays of particles (OAPs), which enhance AQP4-IgG binding
[19,20]. OAP formation is promoted by theM23 isoform [21–25]where-
as M1 is unable to form OAPs, so that the size of such supramolecular
structures depends on the M23:M1 ratio [26,27].

Although the presence of a complex OAP-dependent epitope com-
plicates the identification of the molecular requirements for NMO-IgG
binding, several experimental studies suggest the involvement of struc-
tural rearrangements in the extracellular portion of AQP4 [28]. The mo-
lecular features of the AQP4 epitopes required by NMO-IgG binding
have been investigated by mutagenesis experiments and MD simula-
tions [29–31]. We have previously reported that the mutation of a resi-
due belonging to a transmembrane region (D69) strongly impairs
NMO-IgG binding by altering loop A conformation. More recently,
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Owens and coworkers performed an extensive site-directed mutagene-
sis focused on the extracellular loops aimed at identifying new NMO-
IgG binding patterns within AQP4 [32]. In contrast to previous [23,28,
29] and even very recent [33] investigations using polyclonal autoanti-
bodies, the authors used a panel of monoclonal NMO-IgGs from
plasmablasts of NMO patients, avoiding the confounding effects of a
polyclonal NMO-IgG mixture with antibodies of potentially widely dif-
ferent pathogenicities. Two NMO-IgGs patterns were defined: pattern
1, sensitive to loop C and loop E mutations, and pattern 2, sensitive to
loop A, loop C and loop E mutations. Visual inspection of the three-di-
mensional structure of the AQP4 tetramer suggested that all residues
are critical for NMO-IgG binding [32].

The aim of the work reported here is to complement the static view
of AQP4-IgG binding to AQP4 from inspection of AQP4 X-ray structures
by applying molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on a panel of mu-
tants that are known to suppress or reduce NMO-IgG binding to AQP4
[32]. We computed 295 ns-long MD trajectories for the tetramers of
the wild type (WT) AQP4 and three mutants (Fig. 1), focusing on two
mutations that are critical for binding all NMO-IgGs, TP137-138AA and
V150G, as well as a conservative pattern-2 substitution (N153Q) that re-
duces NMO-IgG binding to AQP4. Our MD simulations elucidated a
key role for the conformation of loop A in NMO epitope generation.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. From X-ray structure to model system preparation

The coordinates of the X-ray solved crystal structure of human AQP4
(pdb code: 3GD8) [34] were used as the initial configuration for model
system preparation. The coordinates were first pretreated adding miss-
ing hydrogen atoms and determining the optimal protonation states for
histidine residues, by means of the protein preparation module avail-
able from the Schrödinger Suite 2015-3 [35].

The initial structures of the mutants were built by employing the
Mutator plug-in of the VMD (Visual Molecular Dynamics) software
suite [36], following Ref. [37]. The crystallographic structure of WT
AQP4 was taken as a reference and the mutations were inserted in
eachmonomer of the tetrameric complex. In order to relax possible ste-
ric clashes due to the side chain substitutions, the obtained structures
were minimized (2500 steps) applying harmonic restraints (force con-
stant k = 1 kcal mol−1 Å−2) on the backbone atoms of all protein resi-
dues except for the mutated ones.
Fig. 1. Cartoon representation of the hAQP4 extracellular loops A (purple) and C (green). Themu
mutations (right).
The full simulation systemwas built as follows. A 120 × 120 Å POPC
(1-palmitoyl,2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) bilayer patch was
first built using themembrane plugin of VMD, with themembrane nor-
mal pointing along the z-axis. A tetramer of AQP4 was then embedded
in this bilayer removing lipid molecules within 0.8 Å of heavy atoms
of the protein. To neutralize the system and generate a 100 mM ionic
concentration, 23 Na+ and 19 Cl− ions were added using the VMD's
“autoionize” plugin. The “solvate” plugin of VMD was used to incorpo-
rate both mutated and WT protein structures into a periodic box of
TIP3P water molecules [38] extended by 18 Å in each direction from
all protein atoms. The final system consisted of 135,833 atoms (number
computed for WT).

2.2. Molecular dynamics simulations

MD simulations were performed using NAMD 2.10 [39] and the
CHARMM36 force field [40–42]. In order to remove steric clashes in the
initial geometries, we applied a minimization and equilibration protocol
consisting of four phases: 1) the system was minimized (2500 steps)
applying harmonic restraints (force constant k = 1 kcal mol−1 Å−2) on
the protein atoms; 2) the systemwas equilibrated at T=310 Kwith pro-
tein atoms kept at fixed positions for 200 ps; 3) the obtained systemwas
relaxed at T=310 K for 200 ps, applying harmonic restraints only to the
protein atoms (force constant k = 1 kcal mol−1 Å−2); 4) the full system
was gradually heated from T=10 K to T=310 K increasing the temper-
ature of 25 K every 40 ps. The SHAKE algorithm was employed to
constrain all R-H bonds. Periodic boundary conditions were applied
in all directions. A cut-off of 12 Å was applied to the Lennard-Jones inter-
actions employing a switching function (switching radius of 10 Å).
Electrostatic interactions were treated using the Particle-Mesh-Ewald
(PME) [43] method, with a real-space cutoff of 12 Å and a grid spacing
of 1 Å per grid point in each dimension.

All simulations were performed in an isothermal-isobaric ensemble
(1 atm, 310 K) with a Nosè–Hoover Langevin barostat [44,45] (oscilla-
tion period 200 fs, decay coefficient 100 fs) and a Langevin thermostat
[46] (damping coefficient 1 ps−1). The pressure coupling was aniso-
tropic keeping the area in the membrane plane (x-y plane) constant
while allowing fluctuations along the z-axis. We used a time step of
2 fs, storing the coordinates every 1000 steps (2 ps). For all the consid-
ered systems, we believe that the correct pairwise interactions among
the protein, the solvent and the membrane atoms are recovered in the
first 5 ns of the MD simulation. For this reason, we discard as equilibra-
tion the first 5 ns from the analysis of the obtained 300 ns trajectories.
tated residues are rendered as sticks (left). Sketches of the residues involved in the studied



Fig. 2. Top view (left) and lateral view (right) of the investigated systems. Water molecules and membrane bilayer are rendered as sticks while the AQP4 tetramer is depicted in cartoon
representation.
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All simulations were performed on the FERMI supercomputer at
CINECA, Italy. Following a previously applied protocol [30,47], the
Root Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF) were calculated over all the sim-
ulated systemsupon alignment of the trajectory to all the C-alpha atoms
belonging to the monomer under investigation.

3. Results and discussion

In order to investigate the conformational effects of the AQP4muta-
tions, we performed an in-depth analysis of the 295 ns-long MD trajec-
tories obtained from the simulations of four molecular systems
including wild type AQP4 and AQP4 mutants TP137-138AA, N153Q and
V150G (Fig. 1). Following an approach usedbefore to investigate the con-
formational effect of mutations in AQP4 [30], we analyzed the distances
of alpha carbon atoms averaged along the four monomers (C-alphaAV).
We note that the AQP4 tetramer is axially-symmetric with respect to
the z-axis passing through the central pore, as depicted in Fig. 2, so
that the distance from the z-axis of a given residue in the four mono-
mers is the same. The global conformational effect of a given mutation
can thus be assessed by averaging data over the fourmonomers. Specif-
ically, we computed the distance between the C-alpha of a given residue
in a given monomer vs. its mirror-symmetric counterpart in the other
monomer. As a result, a value averaged along the obtainedMD trajecto-
ries was calculated for monomer A vs. monomer B (eg. the C-alphaAB
distance) and for monomer C vs. monomer D, (eg. C-alphaCD distance)
(Fig. 2). The uncertainties related to these distances were computed
by applying the block averaging method [48,49] (see Supporting
Fig. 3. A) Computed C-alphaAV for the residues of the WT and of the three MTs calculated ove
calculated through the block average method.
Information). Finally, the two obtained values were further averaged
in order to give a final comprehensive parameter per residue, called C-
alphaAV. The uncertainty related to the obtained values was computed
combining the errors of C-alphaAB and C-alphaCD through standard
error propagation. Finally, the Student's t-test was done in order to con-
firm the statistical significance of the differences in C-alphaAV belonging
to WT AQP4 and the mutants (methodological details described in the
Supporting Information).

As shown in Fig. 3A, C-alphaAV distances computed per residue over-
lap over the entire sequence for all mutants and WT AQP4, even at the
locations of the mutations. The extracellular loop C showed only slight
C-alphaAV variations among the simulated systems. Interestingly, a di-
verse trend is observed in the case of some residues of loop A, as seen
in Fig. 3B: the 3 AQP4mutants showC-alphaAV that are considerably dif-
ferent from those computed for WT AQP4. In particular, three different
events occur at themolecular level: i) an increase of C-alphaAV distances
for segment 57–63 in TP137-138AA; ii) a decrease of C-alphaAV distances
for segment 61–66 in N153Q; iii) an increase (segment 59–61) and a de-
crease (segment 63–66) of C-alphaAV distances in V150G. Importantly,
close inspection of Fig. 3B reveals that one of the largest deviations
with respect to WT AQP4 was observed for the threonine at position
62 (T62) in the case of TP137-138AA (+4.1 Å) and N153Q (−6.1 Å) mu-
tants. In contrast, the conformation of T62 is similar to that of WT for
V150G. This finding may be attributed to the presence of two dominant
T62 conformational states in V150G, as revealed by the detected bimodal
distribution in Fig. 4. Such trends are observed also when the two com-
puted C-alpha distances (monomer A vs. B and monomer C vs. D) are
r the MD trajectories. B) Computed C-alphaAV for the loop A residues. Standard errors are



Fig. 4. Normalized distribution of the C-alpha distances computed for the residue T62.

Table 1
C-alphaAB, C-alphaCD and C-alphaAV values of the loop A residues fromW59 to L62 (values
in Å) inWT and TP137-138AA. Errors computed for C-alphaAV were derived by propagating
the errors of C-alphaAB and C-alphaCD obtained through the block averaging method.

Residue

WT TP137-138AA

C-alphaAB C-alphaCD C-alphaAV C-alphaAB C-alphaCD C-alphaAV

W59 30.7 ± 0.2 31.6 ± 0.4 30.9 ± 0.2 36.1 ± 0.4 37.1 ± 0.6 36.4 ± 0.3
G60 26.0 ± 0.2 29.1 ± 1.0 26.1 ± 0.2 34.7 ± 0.8 33.1 ± 0.7 33.8 ± 0.5
G61 25.9 ± 0.4 29.3 ± 0.9 26.4 ± 0.4 34.2 ± 0.7 33.7 ± 0.8 33.9 ± 0.5
T62 27.7 ± 0.6 30.1 ± 0.5 29.1 ± 0.4 32.8 ± 0.5 35.0 ± 1.0 33.2 ± 0.4

Table 2
Occurrence (%) of the H-bond between the residues L133 and
T137 in WT and between L133 and A137 in TP137-138AA in
eachmonomer along with the corresponding average values.

Monomer WT TP137-138AA

A 63.1 21.2
B 62.4 32.5
C 60.1 10.5
D 57.3 17.1
Average 60.7 20.3
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considered separately. Taken together, these observations support the
key role of T62 as representative of the loop A conformation, in agree-
ment with prior studies [29,30,50].

For the sake of completeness, we also calculate the C-alpha distances
for each of the four monomers respect to the axis of symmetry of the
tetramer. As shown in Supporting Information (Fig. S2), the results are
in full agreement with those obtained by our current approach.

The analysis of the computed RMSF values supports the idea that
AQP4 mutations exert a conformational effect on the extracellular
loop A showing the largest deviations from WT AQP4 for the three
AQP4 mutants (Fig. 5A and B). With regard to RMSF values, significant
deviations are observed on loop C for both TP137-138AA and V150G,
while no significant differencewas seen for N153Q, the only conservative
mutation considered, reflecting the similar structure and physico-
chemical properties of N and Q. RMSF variations are evident for protein
segments including the mutated residues, 136–148 for TP137-138AA and
144–151 for V150G. Based on these data, we postulate that the observed
conformational effect on the loop A results from loop C destabilization,
at least as far as the TP137-138AA and V150G mutants are concerned. To
further investigate this hypothesis, we performed a system-by-system
analysis of the trajectories.

3.1. TP137-138AA

The comparative analysis of the 295 ns-long trajectories of WT and
TP137-138AA suggests that the substitution of T137 and P138with two al-
anine residues is responsible for a substantial remote conformational
Fig. 5.A) RMSF of the residues of theWT and of the three investigatedMTs calculated over theM
of the loop C residues. The errors are calculated as standard errors over the RMSF values of the
effect involving loop A. Table 1 summarizes computed C-alphaAV dis-
tances of several loop A residues (from W59 to T62). Note that these
data are confirmed even when considering each monomer pair sepa-
rately (e.g. C-alphaAB and C-alphaCD). In order to find a molecular ratio-
nale for the observed conformational effect, we analyzed the hydrogen
bond interaction network in theWT and TP137-138AA tetramers, consid-
ering the rates of occurrence of hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) within our
simulated time. We computed the percentage of frames in which a
given H-bond is detected, using a threshold distance atom acceptor
(AA)-atom donor (AD) equal to 3 Å and an angle AD-H-AA equal to
160°. The chance of making HBwas the same for all the residues except
T137 (replaced by A137 in TP137-138AA). Compared toWT AQP4, we ob-
served a remarkable decrement of the propensity to establish the intra-
monomeric H-bond A137-L133 (see Table 2). We note that in WT
(TP137-138AA) AQP4 the interaction involves the side chain of T137
(backbone of A137) acting as H-bond acceptor and the backbone of
L133 acting as H-bond donor. The effect of themutation is thus primar-
ily that of affecting the formation of intra-monomeric stabilizing H-
bonds, with computed occurrence ≈60% in WT and ≈20% in TP137-
138AA. Such HB weakening in the case of the mutant results in a
gain of the conformational freedom of A137 and its neighboring resi-
dues, as supported by the increased RMSF values (0.8 ± 0.1 Å in WT
vs. 1.5 ± 0.2 Å in TP137-138AA). A further analysis of the trajectory
of WT suggested that the side chains of T137 (acceptor) functions as a
H-bond acceptor while interacting with that of Y207. Importantly, this
D trajectories averaged over the fourmonomers. B) RMSF of the loop A residues. C) RMSF
single monomers.



Table 3
Occurrence (%) of the inter-monomeric H-bond T137-Y207 and G54-Y207 in WT and
A137-Y207 and G54-Y207 in TP137-138AA for each monomer couplings.

Monomers

WT TP137-138AA

T137-Y207 G54-Y207 A137-Y207 G54-Y207

A-C 48.2 0.0 0.0 26.1
B-D 49.1 0.0 0.0 19.8
C-B 55.4 0.0 0.0 45.0
D-A 23.2 0.0 0.0 10.6
average 44.0 0.0 0.0 25.4
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interaction is stable and takes place with a high occurrence (average
over the four inter-monomeric combinations equal to 44.0%) in all the
possible monomer pairs (A–C, B–D, C–B and D–A) while it is absent in
the TP137-138AA mutant (Table 3), in which the side chain is devoid of
H-bond acceptors. In the case of the TP137-138AAmutant, Y207 can inter-
act easily with other neighboring residues. In this respect, we observed
that Y207might establish an inter-monomeric interactionwith the G54
backbone with an average occurrence of 25.0% (the per-monomer oc-
currence of these two interactions is reported in Table 3). Importantly,
G54 is located at the beginning of the transmembrane helix (TM2)
that anchors loop A.

These findings provide a possible explanation for the observed con-
formational effect on loop A.We recently showed [30] that an alteration
of the conformation of residues located in the TM2 region is able to alter
the conformation of the entire loop A, hence impairing the formation of
theNMO-IgG epitope. Fig. 6 shows representative snapshots taken from
the MD trajectories, which depict the interactions described above. In
addition, the greater conformational mobility of loop C allows to
probe new hydrophobic interactions in particular with the neighboring
loop A. Specifically, replacing P138 with A138 allows W59 to shift to-
wards loop C as seen in Fig. 7 where two snapshots are reported: in
theWT form, P138 interactswith L154 of the adjacentmonomerwhere-
as in TP137-138AA the presence of a less bulky residue (A138) allows a
shift of W59 towards the hydrophobic pocket including A138 and
L154 of the adjacent monomer (Fig. 7). This difference between the
Fig. 6. Selected frames showing the intra-monomeric H-bond between T137 and L133, the inte
between Y207 and G54 in TP137-138AA (monomer B is depicted in green cartoons while monom
interactions and, as a consequence, Y207 side chain interacts with G54 backbone. All key resid
two analyzed trajectories is confirmed by the normalized distribution
of the distance between the centers of mass (c. o. m.) of the side chains
of P138 (A138) andW59 in WT (TP137-138AA). Indeed, as seen in Fig. 8,
WT shows only one state corresponding to a peak centered at ≈6.5 Å
while at least two states can be detected in the mutant, one (distance
≈3.8 Å) compatible with a possible hydrophobic interaction. We spec-
ulate that the displacement of W59, together with the already men-
tioned H-bond interaction (between Y207 and G54), might be
responsible for the alteration of loop A conformation in TP137-138AA.
3.2. WT vs. N153Q

With regard to N153Q, we report a decrease of the C-alphaAV distance
with respect to WT (Fig. 3). The largest deviations are seen in residues
belonging to loop A (from T62 to P65, Table 4) while no significant dif-
ference is detected in residues belonging to loop C. This is true also
when considering the RMSF values (Fig. 5) with residues belonging to
loop A showing significant deviations with respect to WT. As shown in
Table 4, the observed differences are evident also if each monomer
pair is considered separately (C-alphaAB and C-alphaCD). Building on
this preliminary analysis, we performed an in depth investigation of
theH-bondoccurrence in thismutated form. Themost significant differ-
ence with respect toWT is reported in Table 5: the interaction between
the mutated residue and H151 is remarkably weakened for the N153Q
mutant, irrespective of the considered monomer. In WT the backbone
of N153 establishes a H-bond with the side chain of H151 that in turn
is involved in an inter-monomeric π-π interaction with W59 of the ad-
jacent monomer. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 showing representative
snapshots from the MD simulations. Although the H-bond interaction
involves the backbone of the residue at position 153, the side chain
elongation resulting from the considered mutation (replacement of an
asparagine by a glutamine) may be responsible for a conformational re-
arrangement affecting the H-bond interaction with H151, which conse-
quently acquires a higher conformational freedom. As a result of the
increased H151 flexibility in N153Q, the π–π interaction with W59 is
weakened enabling this residue to engage other interactions with
r-monomeric H-bond between T137 and Y207 inWT and the intermonomeric interaction
er C in purple cartoons). In TP137-138AA the A137 side chain is unable to engage H-bond

ues are depicted in sticks representation.



Fig. 7. Selected snapshots showing the hydrophobic interaction amongW59, A138 (monomer C in purple cartoon representation) and L154 (monomer B in green cartoon representation)
in TP137-138AA. In WT this interaction are absent. All key residues are depicted in licorice representation.
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neighboring residues, namely hydrophobic interactions with P138 and
L154 (Fig. 9). This is supported by the normalized distributions of the
distance between the c. o. m. of W59 and that of P138 and L154
(dW59-pocket), as reported in Fig. 10 for both WT and N153Q. In other
words, the substitution of an asparagine with a glutamine destabilizes
one of the residues belonging to loop A involved in a stable interaction,
thus increasing the conformational freedom of the whole loop (as re-
ported in Fig. 5B). We therefore hypothesize that this acquired confor-
mational freedom allows a salt-bridge interaction, absent in WT (Fig.
9), between one residue of loop A (a lysine residue, K64 - positively
charged) and one belonging to the TM2 region (a glutamate residue,
D69 - negatively charged). This interaction forces loop A in a “closed”
conformation and is, therefore, responsible for the lower C-alphaAV dis-
tances computed for residues from 62 to 65 (Table 4). We remark that
this specific conformational effect (closure of the segment 62–65)
agrees with recent experimental observations that mutations involving
Fig. 8. Normalized distribution of the distance between the center of mass of the side
chains of residues P138 and W59 in WT and between A138 and W59 in TP137-138AA.
residues at positions 63, 64 and 65 influence the binding of NMO-IgG
pattern 2 [32], as the herein investigated N153Q mutant.
3.3. WT vs V150G

Regarding theV150Gmutant, the analysis of theMD trajectory shows
C-alphaAV distances similar to those of theWT trajectory over the entire
protein sequence, including the extracellular loops. In contrast, this mu-
tant shows the largest deviations with respect to WT in terms of RMSF
computed for residues belonging to loop A. This apparent discrepancy
can be explained accounting for the presence of two different and stable
loop A conformations, one responsible for larger C-alphaAV values, the
other for shorter C-alphaAV values (as indicated by the normalized dis-
tribution of the C-alpha distance computed for T62, Fig. 4). The H-
bond analysis suggests that the acquired loop A flexibility could be as-
cribed to the weakening in V150G of the intra-monomeric interaction
Table 4
C-alphaAB, C-alphaCD and C-alphaAV values of the loop A residues from T62 to P65 (values
in Å) in WT and N153Q. Errors computed for C-alphaAV were derived by propagating the
errors of C-alphaAB and C-alphaCD obtained through the block averaging method.

Residue

WT N153Q

C-alphaAB C-alphaCD C-alphaAV C-alphaAB C-alphaCD C-alphaAV

T62 27.7 ± 0.6 30.1 ± 0.5 29.1 ± 0.4 21.8 ± 0.7 23.7 ± 0.5 23.0 ± 0.4
E63 26.6 ± 0.7 29.1 ± 0.7 27.8 ± 0.5 22.7 ± 0.7 21.1 ± 0.6 21.8 ± 0.5
K64 24.7 ± 0.8 28.3 ± 0.9 26.3 ± 0.6 22.7 ± 0.8 19.6 ± 0.5 20.5 ± 0.4
P65 23.8 ± 0.6 27.5 ± 0.8 25.1 ± 0.5 24.7 ± 0.8 19.5 ± 0.4 20.5 ± 0.4

Table 5
Occurrence (%) of theH-bond between the residues 153 andH151 in
bothWT andN153Q in eachmonomer alongwith the average values.

Monomer WT N153Q

A 17.6 7.7
B 24.7 5.7
C 22.8 17.0
D 26.4 13.4
Average 22.9 10.9



Fig. 9. Selected snapshots showing the H-bond between N153 and H151 (dotted line) and the inter-monomeric 90° π-π interaction between H151 (monomer D in purple cartoons) and
W59 (monomer B in green cartoons) inWT (continuous line). In N153Q these interaction are absent presenting the hydrophobic interaction amongW59, P138 and L154. All key residues
are depicted in sticks representation. Loop A is depicted in black cartoon representation.
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between T56 and L53; H-bond already hypothesized, based onMD sim-
ulations, is involved in the AQP4 epitope disruption [30]. This hypothe-
sis has been recently challenged [33] by employing T56V mutants,
although the results of this study may have been severely affected by
the use of polyclonal antibodies [32], and the lack of prospective struc-
ture-guided experiments. Table 6 reports the H-bond occurrence of
the interaction between the side chain of T56 and the backbone of L53
in the fourmonomers alongwith the computed average values decreas-
ing from51.1% (WT) to 14.9% (V150G). An in depth analysis of the trajec-
tory reveals that in WT the residue at position 150 (valine) establishes
two hydrophobic interactions with L154 and G159 that are lost when
valine is substituted by glycine (V150G), as depicted by the snapshots
in Fig. 11. It is possible to postulate that the loss of such hydrophobic in-
teractions might be responsible for the observed loop C destabilization
involving the segment 146–150 (see Fig. 5C) that, as a consequence,
can approach more easily the neighboring loop A and in particular res-
idues L53 and T56, as evident from Fig. 12 reporting the normalized dis-
tribution of the distances between the c. o. m. of the side chains of the
segment 146–150 and that of the side chain of T56 (d(146-150)-T56) in
both WT and V150G. This acquired conformational freedom may be re-
sponsible for a TM1 destabilization resulting in the weakening of the
aforementioned T56-L53 interaction.
Fig. 10. Normalized distribution of the distance between the center of mass of W59 and
the two residues of the pocket P138 and L154 (dW59-pocket) in both WT and N153Q.
4. Overall remarks and conclusions

TheMD computations reported herein support the hypothesis that a
specific loop A conformation in AQP4 could be crucial for NMO-IgG rec-
ognition. Importantly, we have extended this observation to mutants
resulting from the substitution of some residues of loop C that do not
bind NMO-IgG. Our investigation complements the static view resulting
from X-ray crystal structures whereby loop C is directly involved in
NMO-IgG binding, a hypothesis based on the evidence that themutated
residues would assume key positions for loop C conformation. The dy-
namic picture obtained from the comparative 295-ns-long MD simula-
tions support an alternative explanation: mutations in loop C might
hamper NMO-IgG binding by altering loop A conformation. Interesting-
ly, the observed differences with respect to WT AQP4 are robust and
were found for all three investigated AQP4 mutants, irrespective of the
considered monomer, strongly supporting the statistical relevance of
our conclusions. Our work also provides specific insights into H-bond
interactions involved in the coupling between loops C and A. Hence,
the MD approach may prove useful in facilitating the development of
therapeutics, which hinder or prevent the interactions between AQP4-
IgG and AQP4 in NMO, thus disrupting the conformational epitope by
mimicking the effects of the mutations investigated herein.
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